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Novel Optimization Principles and EIlciency Limits for Semiconductor Solar Cells
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Quantum efficiencies of more than merely one electron-hole pair per absorbed photon have recently

been demonstrated for solar cells. The theoretical upper limit for solar cell conversion eSciency can thus

be raised (from 30%) to 43% if photon absorption and electron-hole excitation follow a specific pathway.

This pathway includes photon absorption at specific points in the Brillouin zone, and an inverse Auger
eNect mechanism for the multiplication of electron-hole pairs. We specify the principles and rules for

optimal band structure tailoring.

PACS numbers: 72.40.+~, 71.25.Tn, 73.40.Lq

The efficiency of conversion for solar photons into elec-
trical energy has been vastly improved in the recent past
[1,2] up to a 23.3% efficient silicon solar cell [3]. This
achievement is based on strict adherence to fundamental

physics rather than on reliance upon technological devel-

opments. For example, the seemingly obvious engineer-

ing principle of providing cells with a large-area backside
contact with supposedly essential low resistance losses has

been abandoned in favor of a minimal number of small-

area contact dots [4,5] because contacts by necessity
force the quasi Fermi levels of electrons and holes to
equality, thus leading to enhanced pair recombination
and curtailed efficiencies. As a second example, it had
been noticed that thinner solar cells display higher open
circuit voltages [6] and thus (under constant absorption
conditions) also improved efficiencies. This initially quite
stunning prediction has recently been demonstrated to be
a natural consequence of thermodynamics: Reduced
thickness leads to higher volume density of photogenerat-
ed pairs, which reduces entropy, hence raising conversion
efficiency [7].

In this spirit of principal physics, this Letter tackles the
remaining most serious source of energy losses in photo-
voltaic conversion. The energies of the impinging solar
photons are acutely underutilized, because (i) light from
the red end of the solar spectrum is wasted, since photons
with energies hv below the lowest band gap EG of the so-
lar cell material are not absorbed; and (ii) photons from
the blue regime create hot carriers with an excess energy
E hv Eo which is d—isregarded in present day cells,
because carriers relax unabatedly toward the edges of
their bands; hence E, is dissipated entirely to photons.
Until now, the search for an optimum photovoltaic ma-
terial was limited to a compromise in matching the scalar
parameter Eo to the solar spectrum [8,9]. Yielding to
these sacrifices in the blue and red ends of the spectrum,
one Ands then an optimal Eg around 1.2 eV, close to the
gap of silicon [8].

We here propose a totally different optimization and
matching. The essential proposal is to utilize the blue-
generated excess energy E of the electrons and holes for
the product of multiple carrier pairs: The whole electron-

ic band structure E(k) must be arranged such that con-
servation of electronic energy E and momentum k allow
for the use of E, for effective carrier multiplication by
Auger generation instead of being drained off into the
phonon bath. Effective Auger generation requires that
one of the two photogenerated primary carriers receives
the lion's share of the excess energy E,. Proper optimiza-
tion ought now to consider the entire vectorial band struc-
ture E(k) rather than just the fundamental band gap EG.
Reliance on Auger generated multiple carrier pairs leads
us to revised upper efficiency limits for photovoltaic ener-

gy conversion.
Our recent quantum efficiency measurements on silicon

solar cells [10] have demonstrated that indeed more than
one electron-hole pair can be generated by one photon
from the blue end of the solar spectrum. The underlying
physics is sketched in Fig. 1. The ultraviolet photon ex-
cites a transition ei-hi at the first direct band gap at the
I point of the silicon's band structure. As a result one
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FIG. 1. Carrier multiplication by optically induced Auger
generation; example for 6 axis of Si. Light absorption initially
generates an electron-hole pair (ei-hi) at the l point. The hot
electron with excess energy E„hv —E& undergoes inverse
Auger relaxation toward the conduction band minimum near X
to become ei. Energy E and momentum k are conserved by the
h2 e2 transition; the end result is the production to two pairs
(see also Ref. [10]).
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encounters a favorable condition: The electron e| attains
a much higher fraction of the excess energy F. than does
the hole hl. This hot electron e~ can then undergo the
process of Auger generation, i.e., optically induced im-
pact ionization. A secondary electron-hole pair ez-h2 is

created while the primary electron relaxes towards the
minimum conduction band edge close to the X point. Ex-
cess energy E„and momentum k are conserved because
the two arrows in Fig. 1 add vectorially to zero. Hence,
the net result is the generation of two pairs per photon.
The minority carriers are then assisted by the cell's struc-
ture and perfection to reach their respective output con-
tacts.

The principal prospect for carrier multiplication by op-
tically excited hot carriers was recognized early [11];
however, an experimental proof was missing until recent-
ly [10]. As a consequence, all previous theories of ef-
ficiency limits for solar cells neglected Auger generation
[8,9, 12,13]. Only a very recent publication [141 noticed
increases of the so-called "ultimate efficiency limit" of
Shockley and Queisser [8] if carriers were assumed to be
multiplicated. Unfortunately, these recent authors [14]
neglected the thermodynamically required [8,9,12,13] ra-
diative recombination process as well as fill factor losses
and also used onset energies, which are only appropriate
to describe experiments in which the excess energy of the
primary carriers is supplied by acceleration in an electri-
cal field instead of optical excitation, discussed here.

Figure 2 considers optically induced carrier multiplica-
tion by the photons from the blue end of the solar spec-
trum. The inset shows the geometry which underlies
these revised thermodynamical efficiency limits for solar
cells. We consider a flat cell which is illuminated by the
Sun under an angle 4s, for unconcentrated sunlight it
holds that @s =0.266 . The Sun is modeled by a black-
body of temperature Tg =5762 K which emits the areal
number
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band srrucrure (see discussion below) and not only the

choice of a best value for the band gap F6. %'ith the

multiplicity m one obtains
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FIG. 2. Maximum efficiency of solar cells under the assump-
tion that their saturation current is limited by radiative recom-
bination only, The lowest curve with a maximum at g 30.3%
for a gap Eg=1.26 eV neglects Auger generation and corre-
sponds to the classic limit of Ref. [8]. The other curves include
carrier multiplication with a maximum multiplicity rn, „and
converge at an optimum efficiency g~p,'„=43.4% and at an op-
timum band gap EP' 0.757 eV for the assumed Sun's black-

body illumination under an angle of 4&=0.266'. The cell
emits recombination radiation into an angle of 6=90 . Even

under most optimistic conditions, the limit of 43.4% cannot be
exceeded.
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exp(E/k Ts ) —
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of photons of energy F. =hv per energy interval and
second onto the cell [15], with f„=si n@2q=2. 16x10
without concentration. The symbol c stands for the veloc-

ity of light and h is Planck's constant.
In the conventional calculation of eSciency limits

[8,9,12, 13], each of the photons with energies E=hv
above the gap Fg is assumed to create just one electron-
hole pair and to give rise to a maximum areal short cir-
cuit current density

(2)

where q stands for the elementary charge. Here we allow
for the possibility of carrier multiplication and assume
that each photon with an energy h v ~ mEG and m
=(1,2, 3, . . . , m~, „) creates rn carrier pairs. Eff'ective

carrier multiplication requires optimization of the whole
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+m~, „q npi„i(E)dE

for a maximum multiplicity m,.„=l; the conventional

Eq. (2) is recovered. The conversion efficiency g=(J,,
x ~VF)F/S depends on the short circuit current density

J„ofEq. (3), the open circuit voltage V~, the fill factor

FF, and the solar constant S=f„,aTg with the Stefan-
Boltzmann constant cr [16]. For an ideal cell, which fol-

lows the Shockley equation and without series resistance

losses, the fill factor FF depends on Vo, only [16].
The lowest curve in Fig. 2 corresponds to the classic

limit of Shockley and Queisser [8], which follows from

Eq. (3) for m~, „=1. All open circuit voltages are calcu-

lated from conventional solar cell analysis according to

Vo, kT, ln(J,JJ0+ 1) [2]. The saturation current den-

sity Jo depends on the detailed loss processes such as

recombination via bulk and interface traps, radiative pro-
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cesses, Auger processes, etc. [13,17]. Here was assumed
the most favorable case, namely, that Jo is limited by ra
diative recombination only and given by Jo=qg, where

Q, is the photon flux emitted by the cell [8], 3Eg

Q, =sin e z E /{exp(E/kT, ) —1jdE (4)

at cell temperature T, =300 K into the angle 6. All
curves in Fig. 2 are calculated for e=90' and, in con-
trast to Ref. [8], we assume here that the cell emits only
on one surface.

The series of curves in Fig. 2 converges fast toward a
maximum efficiency g~p&& 43.4' for an optimum gap
EP' 0.757 eV; this rtmo~'„value is obtained for any quan-
tum efficiency IQE ~ 8 [i.e., m~,„~8 in Eq. (3)]. Al-

ready 38.7% at EP'=1.01 eV are reached for m, „=2,
i.e., when two carrier pairs are created by every photon
with energy hv~ 2EG. A value of 41% is exceeded for
m, „=3.0. This efficiency is achieved without concentra-
tion and is higher than the maximum efficiency of 40.8%
which was deduced by de Vos for sunlight with the max-
imum possible concentration C,„ 1/f„=46300 and

IQE 1 [18]. Physical approaches to obtain high multi-
plication rates by Auger generation are therefore at least
as promising as the technological search for effective con-
centrators. On the one hand, the semiconductor Si will

not reach the uppermost curve in Fig. 2, because Auger
recombination rather than radiative recombination limits

V~ [17]. On the other hand, any efficiency increases
above this limiting curve are only possible for nonstand-
ard conditions, such as nonblackbody [17) illumination
and emission, reduced emission angles e, and for the
combined use of concentration and Auger generation
[19].

No general physical rule predicts an upper limit for the
quantum efficiency IQE. However, relaxation of the hot
carriers by Auger generation will always compete with
emission of phonons. Nevertheless, the probability for
carrier multiplication may be high as recently shown by
us (see Fig. 3 of Ref. [10]) for particular points of the
band structure of Si. As a consequence, we propose to
tailor the entire band structure E(k) of semiconductors
to support optically induced impact ionization. Figure 3
displays an exemplary E(k) which would be suitable for
highly efficient cells with quantum efficiencies IQE~ l.
Alloys of Si and Ge may come close to such an E(k)
which is tailored according to four demands [20) in a way
to make Auger generation effective. Demand l, the in-
direct (direct) band gap rule, asks for semiconductors
with an indirect fundamental gap Eg and a first direct
gap ED ~

~ 2Eg. The direct gap guarantees strong ab--
sorption of light with energy hv~ ED~, which allows for
the creation of two carrier pairs. Demand 2, the inequal-
ity of excess energy rule, asks that the lion's share of the
excess energy E„=hv —E~ is given to one carrier of the
primary pair, because E„ofthis carrier has to exceed Eg
to allow for multiplication. In the ideal case, the highest
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FIG. 3. Band structure E(k) of a fictitious, ideal semicon-

ductor with a high ability to gain from Auger generated car-
riers. The bands are parallel over large portions in the Brillouin
zone. The direct band gaps, starting with a value of 2',
match a wide part of the solar spectrum. The dispersion of
bands is chosen such that points with an ability to generate ad-
ditional carriers by the Auger process coincide with strong opti-
cal transitions.

valence band Ey(k) and the lowest conduction band
Ec(k) are almost parallel over wide regimes within the
Brillouin zone. This demand is fulfilled by indirect semi-
conductors only. Demand 3, the absorption rule, asks for
strong light absorption at points in E(k), which enables
carrier multiplication; consequently, the slope of Ec(k)
and Ey(k) should be equal there, VkEc(k) =Vt, Ey(k)
[21]. In addition, the curvature of Ec(k) and Ev(k)
should be small at many points to increase the possibili-
ties for Auger generation, which requires conservation of
energy E and momentum k; as a consequence, VkEc(k)
=Vt,E&(k) should hold there Final. ly, demand 4, the
continuity rule, asks for as many direct gaps Epi, Epp,
etc. , as possible above the fundamental indirect gap EG,
according to 2Eo ~ Epi ~ Ep2 ~ Ep3 in order to enable
Auger generation for many photon energies. The direct
gaps should be consecutively pumped with increasing en-

ergy hv of the photons from the Sun's spectrum.
The fictitious band structure of Fig. 3 fulfills all four

demands and indicates the novel challenge of an inverse
band structure problem for an ideal photovoltaic materi-
al. Rather than starting from a well-defined atomic ar-
rangement in a crystal, for which E(k) has to be found in

the familiar manner [22], we are now facing the more
complicated task of searching for element combinations
and crystal structures that yield a desired E(k).

In conclusion, we propose to utilize the inverse Auger
effect to generate extra carrier pairs by high energy solar
photons and to optimize the band structure of the materi-
al accordingly. Our calculations show that the upper
efficiency of solar cells can be substantially increased if
one makes effective use of such carrier multiplication.
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Novel research challenges in the field of semiconductors
arise but seem solvable. For example, the band structure
[23] of SiGe contains some features of our fictitious band
structure in Fig. 3. Band structures like the one in Fig. 3
promise strong absorption across the direct gaps. Conse-
quently, thin layers su%ce to absorb photons with hv
~ 2EG. Photons with energies hv between Eg and 2Eg
are absorbed by transitions across the indirect fundamen
tal gap Eg. The weak absorbance of such transitions can
be offset by effective light trapping [1,2].
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